650TS - Professional Displays

The Samsung 650TS 65" LCD touchscreen display is an efficient, effective teaching tool. Its
touch-sensitive optical technology, interactivity and whiteboard LCD software allow you to
illustrate concepts by accessing PowerPoint presentations, videos, live webcam presentations
via network, and more. The included whiteboard pen lets you add handwritten notes, even out
to the edges of the screen. Its sleek, slim design allows for easy placement. And 1,920 x 1,080
p full HD resolution, 510 nits brightness, 5,000:1 static contrast ratio, non-glare glass and 178 º
viewing angle, provides a sharp, clear, brilliant from anywhere in the room.

Interactive 65" LCD Whiteboard

Optical Touch Technology

With a large screen size of 65" and high brightness levels of
510 nits, the 650TS LCD E-board delivers high-quality images
even in brightly lit rooms.

The advanced technology of the 650TS enables touchsensitivity all the way to the edges of the screen. The 650TS
has accurate optical sensor technology, improved touch
reliability and responsive touch, even in the edges and
corners.

Superior Picture Technologies

Sleek, Slim & 178 º Viewing Angle

Samsung picture technologies ensure the LCD screen is
consistently bright and clear, regardless of what’s on it. The
650TS features 1920 x 1080p full HD resolution, a high 510nits brightness level, high 5,000:1 contrast ratio and non-glare
glass. And glare and eye fatigue are minimizes by an antireflective coating over tempered glass.

Slim design allows for easy placement. This LCD whiteboard is
thin so it occupies less space than conventional blackboards
for a more pleasant and comfortable environment. Also with
wide viewing angles of 178 º and a 1,920 x 1,080 highresolution LCD screen, the 650TS ensures a great view from
any seat in the classroom and enhances every students
learning experience.

Reliable Durability

Interactive, Infinite Options

The lifespan of the 650TS LCD panel is approximately 50,000
hours (or about 30 years when used 6 hours a day).

Concepts and ideas come to life when you are able to
enhance your presentation with examples. The 650TS allows
you to access content over computer or network then add
handwritten comments with the included whiteboard pen. You
can access content that includes Power Point presentations,
photos, videos, live webcam interviews, impromptu online
searches and more.
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